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Why ?



Is the Higgs the only (fundamental?) scalar in nature?

Or simply the first one discovered?



Is the Higgs the only (fundamental?) scalar in nature?

Or simply the first one discovered?

Strong motivation from fundamental issues of the SM

What about a singlet (pseudo) scalar?



Many small unexplained SM parameters

  —> derivative couplings to SM particles

a



(Pseudo)Goldstone Bosons appear in many BSM theories 

* e.g. Extra-dim Kaluza-Klein: 5d gauge field compactified to 4d   
  the Wilson line around the circle is a GB, which behaves as an axion in 4d  

* Majorons, for dynamical neutrino masses      

* From string models     

……     

* The Higgs itself may be a pGB ! (“composite Higgs” models)     

* Axions a that solve the strong CP problem,  and ALPs (axion-like particles)     



Strong motivation for singlet (pseudo)scalars from fundamental 
SM problems

The strong CP problem: Why is the QCD θ parameter
so small?

Α dynamical U(1)A solution         

LQCD⊃θ GμνGμν~

?        



Strong motivation for singlet (pseudo)scalars from fundamental 
SM problems

The strong CP problem: Why is the QCD θ parameter
so small?

Α dynamical U(1)A solution

the axion a
It is a pGB: ~only derivative couplings ∂μ a  

Peccei+Quinn; Wilczek… 

LQCD⊃   GμνGμν~

Also excellent DM candidate

a
fa
_
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In “true axion” models (= which solve the strong CP problem):

The value of the constant is determined by the strong gauge group

ma fa = cte.
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In “true axion” models (= which solve the strong CP problem):

ma fa = cte.

* If the confining group is QCD: 

109< fa <1012 GeV          10-5 < ma < 10-2 eV   , 

Because of SN and hadronic data,  
if axions light enough to be emitted 

 (and ma fa = cte.) 
“Invisible axion”



https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.04652.pdf

Intensely looked for experimentally…

… and theoretically
 ma (eV)

 gaγ (GeV-1)

(GeV-1)

   γ

   γ

“True” QCD axion 
band

“Invisible axion”
e.g. KSVZ, DFSZ…

=

“True” QCD region

v<< fa —> 
EW hierarchy problem
+ gravitational tunings ? 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.04652.pdf


Jaeckel+ Spannowsky 2015 
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“True” QCD axion 

 Log10ma (eV)

*  Territory to explore for ‘true” axions and  for ALPs

ALP territory
and more?

Difference between and ALP and a true axion:

an ALP does not intend to solve the strong CP problem

otherwise, the  phenomenology is alike



The field is BLOOMING

in Experiment    …   and Theory



The field is BLOOMING

in Experiment    …   and Theory



https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.04652.pdf

Intensely looked for experimentally…

… and theoretically
 ma (eV)

 gaγ (GeV-1)

(GeV-1)

   γ

   γ

“True” QCD axion 
band

“Invisible axion”
e.g. KSVZ, DFSZ…

=

“True” QCD region

v<< fa —> 
EW hierarchy problem
+ gravitational tunings ? 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.04652.pdf


Irastorza and Redondo, arXiv:1801.08127

Advances on Haloscopes



The field is BLOOMING

in Experiment    …   and Theory
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In “true axion” models (= which solve the strong CP problem):

ma fa = cte.

* If the confining group is QCD: 

* If the confining group is larger than QCD: 

relaxes the true axion parameter space

A heavy QCD axion?

LARGE constant

( an old idea, strongly revived lately)



Why are heavy axions interesting?

The invisible axion tends to have issues with:  
i) fine-tunings of scalar potential,  
ii) gravitationally induced operators such as

—> g5 < 10-54
S SS<S>= fa

Heavy axion:  large ma <—> Low fa —> avoid the issue    

(Disclaimer: also softened within invisible axion models, 
e.g. recently via Chiral Confining SU(5),  
Ibe, Quilez, Yanagida, M.B.G. arXiv:1812.08174 )

1)

2) It widens the parameters to solve the strong CP problem 
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e.g. ~ TeV
* Much territory to explore for heavy ‘true” axions and  for ALPs

constraints in plot from  
Jaeckel+ Spannowsky 2015 

Log10(GeV-1)
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* Much territory to explore for heavy ‘true” axions and  for ALPs
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constraints in plot from  
Jaeckel+ Spannowsky 2015 
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* Much territory to explore for heavy ‘true” axions and  for ALPs
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constraints in plot from  
Jaeckel+ Spannowsky 2015 

“True” QCD axion 

Log10(GeV-1)

   

—>  e.g. fa ~ TeV,   ma ~ MeV - TeV still solve the strong CP problem
…  all require tunings, but there are proofs of concept

“True” QCD axion 
region amplifies??



Blooming Theory

for a true (heavy) axion

Berezhiani+Gianfagna+Gianotti  01,  Hsu+Saninno 04Dimopoulos+Susskind 79,   Tye 81, Rubakov 97,

Fukuda, Hariyaga, Ibe, Yanagida 2015,  Gherghetta+Nagata+Shifman 2016,

Hook and many collaborators: Dimopoulos, Hook, Huang, Marques-Tavares 2016, Hook  2017

2017: Agrawal+Howe, with flavour

In the last ~ two years:

2018 Agrawal+Howe, M.K. Gaillard et al.

Precursors:



                            To know how heavy are the axion(s) of your                
                      BSM theory               

Compare the number of pseudoscalars-coupled to anomalous 
currents:

η’QCD      

with how many different sources of (instanton) masses 

a 1 a 2 a 3 ……
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QCD other sources of instantons 

Nps :

Ninst :

If   Nps  ≦   Ninst    all axions heavy  
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                            To know how heavy are the axion(s) of your                
                      BSM theory               

Compare the number of pseudoscalars-coupled to anomalous 
currents:

η’QCD      

with how many different sources of (instanton) masses 

a 1 a 2 a 3 ……

G’ G’ G’’G’’ ……
~ ~

QCD other sources of instantons 

Nps :

Ninst :

If   Nps  ≦   Ninst    all axions heavy  

With only QCD:

—> “Invisible axion”  

 one combination 
must be (almost) massless

The tiny axion mass is due to mixing 
with  η’  and  pion: 

independently of the axion model



         
 An example of

HEAVY axion theory

which solves the strong CP problem 

                         



       use Massless Quarks and a Z2              
                                        A new QCD-colored massless quark has a U(1)A symmetry:  

it solves the strong CP problem 

Hide the massless coloured quark in heavy states  
bound by the new strong force

K. Choi, J.E. Kim 1985  

                                        



                            Confinement scales:        ΛQCD           Λ                

SU(6)  SU(3)c x SU(3)  

         
 Colour Unified Dynamical Axion 

                         
θc =  θ  ~ = θ6

~

M.K. Gaillard, M.B. Gavela, P. Quilez, R. Houtz, R. del Rey  
First colour-unified model with massless quarks



SU(6)  SU(3)c x SU(3)  

                            Confinement scales:        ΛQCD           Λ                ~

                             We aim at  Λ ~ TeV >> ΛQCD                
~

                             Solve strong CP problem with massless SU(6) fermion                

         
 Colour Unified Dynamical Axion 

                         
θc =  θ  ~ = θ6

~

First colour-unified model with massless quarks
M.K. Gaillard, M.B. Gavela, P. Quilez, R. Houtz, R. del Rey  



You would like to achieve:

BUT HOW???

~



         
 The SM fermions 

                         
SM

                     There is a problem:  SM quarks have now SU(6) partners               

SM SM

These are the troublemakers



A UV complete solution
Add a new group outside the CUT group

with prime fermions charged only under SU(3’)



SM: SU(3)c

SU(3)diag

SU(3’)

SU(6)

         
 Model I: Unification and Confinement

                         



SM: SU(3)c

SU(3)diag

SU(3’)

SU(6)

Λdiag#TeV

         
 Model I: Unification and Confinement

                         

ΛCUT



The axion spectrum of the CUT theory

—>  two dynamical axions with scale set by Λdiag:
          η’ψ  =                       η’χ =     

two massless fermions so as to rebasorb both θ6 and θ’

 θ6  θ3’



                            What are the masses of the two dynamical axions?                

There are three pseudo scalars-coupled to anomalous currents:

                        
η’QCD           η’ψ           η’χ 

For how many sources of (instanton) masses ?

       and…. ?

Two or three ?

axions



                            Small Size Instantons (SSI) and Axion Mass    
                            Instantons effects are exponentially suppressed   

                            But SSI relevant in high-scale SSB theories   

SSI
Λdiag inst.

ΛQCD 
inst.



                            Small Size Instantons (SSI) and Axion Mass    
                            Instantons effects are exponentially suppressed   

                            But SSI relevant in high-scale SSB theories   

SSI
Λdiag inst.

ΛQCD 
inst.



The effective potential for the three singlet pseudoscalars: 

has three sources of mass —> two massive axions

η’QCD           η’ψ           η’χ 
axions



                                     η’ψ  =              η’χ =     Axions:

Both axions heavy : 
one out of collider reach

the other  with mass  GeV — 103 TeV

         η’ψ                    

 η’χ                



                           

   

                            The low-energy spectrum is observable
   e.g. with large Yukawas:

U(3)    

9 
QCD-colored “pions”



                            

Collider Phenomenology 

   
sgluon searches



                            

Collider Phenomenology 

   
sgluon searches

and this is the PQ scale !
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* Much territory to explore for heavy ‘true” axions, solving strong CP
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constraints in plot from  
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“True” axion region 
 has amplified

constraints in plot from  
Jaeckel+ Spannowsky 2015 

“True” QCD axion 
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The difference between ALP and axion searches is 

disolving

* Much territory to explore for heavy ‘true” axions, solving strong CP
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“True” axion region 
 has amplified

constraints in plot from  
Jaeckel+ Spannowsky 2015 

“True” QCD axion 

Log10(GeV-1)

   
Experiments that were supposed to be

sensitive only to ALPs
may be exploring a strong CP axion solution!

* Much territory to explore for heavy ‘true” axions, solving strong CP



~#TeV
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“True” axion region 
 has amplified

constraints in plot from  
Jaeckel+ Spannowsky 2015 

“True” QCD axion 

Log10(GeV-1)

   

* Much territory to explore for heavy ‘true” axions, solving strong CP

Strong case for lo
oking everywhere for purely 

derivative couplings of a spin 0 partic
le 



We will consider the SM plus a generic scalar field a 

with derivative (+ anomalous) couplings to SM particles

 and scale fa:

an  ALP (axion-like particle) 

general effective couplings

Brivio, Gavela, Merlo, Mimasu, No, del Rey, Sanz 2017    arXiv:1701.05379 

This is ~shift symmetry invariant: ~ Goldstone
  boson

ALPs



ALP-Linear effective Lagrangian at NLO

If only bosonic ALP-operators are considered:

Georgi, Kaplan, Randall  1986 

,



ALP-Linear effective Lagrangian at NLO

If only bosonic ALP-operators are considered:

Georgi, Kaplan, Randall  1986 



ALP-Linear effective Lagrangian at NLO

If only bosonic ALP-operators are considered:

Georgi, Kaplan, Randall  1986 



ALP couplings     

Axions and ALPs  may first appear at colliders!   
Mimasu+Sanz 2015, Jaeckel and Spannowsky 2015,  Brivio et al. 2017,  Bauer et al. 2017…..



ALP couplings     

Axions and ALPs  may first appear at colliders!   
—> ATLAS and CMS discussing dedicated ALP analysis



Two-couplings-at-a-time: one EW plus gluonic    

gaγγ
   

It comes from QCD

We analysed and bound phenomenologically  gaWW, gaZZ, gaγZ



Two-couplings-at-a-time: one EW plus gluonic    

gaγγ
   

It comes from QCD

We analysed and bound phenomenologically  gaWW, gaZZ, gaγZ

QCD axion band  Heavy axion bands  



G. Alonso, P. Quilez, M.B.G.  

gaγγ 

gaγZ 

gaWW 

gaZZ 

   

      

      
      

   
      

      

W

W

   
      

      

γ

Z

   
      

      

Z

Z

γ

γ



Other new ways to probe ALPs at LHC (JFdez. de Troconiz, Gavela,   
No,  Sanz, 1905.12953)

Non - resonant diboson searches

a*

h

Z

a*

g

g SM boson

SM boson
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Other new ways to probe ALPs at LHC (JFdez. de Troconiz, Gavela,   
No,  Sanz, 1905.12953)

Non - resonant diboson searches

a*

h

Z

a*

g

g

Z, γ, W, g , h

Z, γ, W, g , Z



SM vs ALPs  vs 4-fermion contact op. at LHC

<— ALP mass  Heavy BSM —>  



Other new ways to probe ALPs at LHC

a*

Z

hZ

Z

a*

g

g

Non - resonant diboson searches
(JFdez. de Troconiz, Gavela,   

No,  Sanz, 1905.12953)



Other new ways to probe ALPs at LHC

Z

Z
γ

γ

a*

a*

Non - resonant diboson searches
(Fdez. de Troconiz, Gavela,   

No,  Sanz, 1905.xxxxx)



Other new ways to probe ALPs at LHC

Z

Z
γ

γ

a*

a*

a*

g

g

We also looked at two jets: 

—->  

Non - resonant diboson searches
(Fdez. de Troconiz, Gavela,   

No,  Sanz, 1905.xxxxx)



Other new ways to probe ALPs at LHC

Z

Z
γ

γ

a*

a*

a*

Z

h

Non - resonant diboson searches
(Fdez. de Troconiz, Gavela,   

No,  Sanz, 1905.xxxxx)



Conclusions
Axions and ALPs: blooming experiments and theory

Phenomenology:  
  —> new results on axion and ALP  parameter space 
with  γ,  Z and W
 —> plus novel non-resonant signals at LHC

Theory:  
  —> new solutions to strong CP problem with heavy 
axions (GeV - # TeV)
 —> e.g.  colour unification

Heavy due to small-size instantons.
                   Colored mesons observable at colliders



Backup



https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.04652.pdf

Intensely looked for experimentally…

… and theoretically
 ma (eV)

 gaγ (GeV-1)

(GeV-1)

   γ

   γ

“True” QCD axion 
band

“Invisible axion”
e.g. KSVZ, DFSZ…

=

v<< fa —> 
EW hierarchy problem

“True” QCD region

Much activity in estimating the value 
of the “cte.”= ma fa with lattice QCD since 2015: Cortona et al. 

;Trunin et al.; 2016: Borsanyi et al., Petreczky et al., Taniguhi et al., Frison et al.  

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.04652.pdf


… and theoretically

 gaγ (GeV-1)

(GeV-1)

   γ

   γ
Refined KSVZ axion 

band: 
up and thinner

(Luzio+Mescia+Nardi 2017-18)

from ΩDM 
+ Landau-poles analysis

 ma (eV)

v<< fa —> 
EW hierarchy problem

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.04652.pdf

“True” QCD region

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.04652.pdf


… and theoretically

 gaγ (GeV-1)

(GeV-1)

   γ

   γ

QCD axiflavon 
band 

(creative view)

 ma (eV)

v<< fa —> 
EW hierarchy problem

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.04652.pdf

“True” QCD region

Identify U(1) of 
Peccei-Quinn

with Froggat-Nielsen’s 

(Wilczek 82, 
Calibbi et al. 2016

Ema et al (flaxion) 2017

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.04652.pdf


… and theoretically

 gaγ (GeV-1)

(GeV-1)

   γ

   γ

QCD axiflavon 
band 

(creative view)

 ma (eV)

v<< fa —> 
EW hierarchy problem

Excluded for axiflavon 
by rare meson decays

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.04652.pdf

“True” QCD region

(Wilczek 82, 
Calibbi et al. 2016

Ema et al (flaxion) 2017

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1611.04652.pdf


 Axicolor K. Choi, J.E. Kim, “Dynamical axion”  1985  

     SU(3)c x SU(N)  ΛΛQCD
~<< ~

θc θ

Massless quark charged under QCD and  another confining group

need to reabsorb and ~
Massless quark content

 the η’ :

* When SU(N) confines:

two singlets + η’QCD
vs. 

two instanton sources:

—> one m~0 invisible 
      axion and very high fa

exotic
coloured
quarks
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 Axicolor K. Choi, J.E. Kim, “Dynamical axion”  1985  

     SU(3)c x SU(N)  ΛΛQCD
~<< ~

θc θ

Massless quark charged under QCD and  another confining group

need to reabsorb and ~
Massless quark content

* When SU(N) confines:

          η’ψ  =                        

 η’χ =             

two singlets + η’QCD
vs. 

two instanton sources:

—> one m~0 invisible 
      axion and very high fa

exotic
coloured
quarks



* With elementary axions: Agrawal and Howe, 2017  

* With dynamical axions, via a massless coloured quark:  

—> A Z2 model, Hook 2015  

—> First color-unified axion model, M. K. Gaillard et al. 2018

—> With flavour, Agrawal and Howe 2017  

BLOOMING Theory

for a true (heavy) axion



it requires a complete mirror of SM and strong fine-tunings

       Massless Quarks and a Z2                                                      

only one dynamical axion, heavy

exotic
coloured
quarks



       SU(3)1 x SU(3)2 —> SU(3)QCD                                                     M

Agrawal and Howe



       SU(3)1 x SU(3)2 —> SU(3)QCD                                                     

                            Small Size Instantons (SSI) and Axion Mass    

M



       SU(3)1 x SU(3)2 —> SU(3)QCD                                                     M



       SU(3)1 x SU(3)2 —> SU(3)QCD                                                     
M



A UV complete solution
Add a new group outside the CUT group

with prime fermions charged only under SU(3’)

* The most general Lagrangian includes Higgs-prime fermions Yukawa 
couplings:

* The role of prime fermions is to pair with the quark partners and make 
them heavy



The two massless quarks   



A UV complete solution
Add a new group outside the CUT group

with prime fermions charged only under SU(3’)



The CUT breaking





                            

Solution to the Strong CP problem   



                            Pseudoscalar potential and masses    



                            

Collider Phenomenology 

   



dominates production dominates decay
                                                     

                            

Collider Phenomenology 

   



                           

   

                            The low-energy observable spectrum 
   a) for small Yukawa couplings in the prime sector:



                           

   

                            The low-energy observable spectrum 
   

QCD-colored “pions”

a) for small Yukawa couplings in the prime sector:



We also developed another UV completion

Same CUT gauge group

but instead of adding a second massless fermion as in

model I: 

we added a second scalar Δ2 :

2

Δ , Δ2 and the prime fermions have now PQ charges 

model II: 



It runs faster

                            

Model II: Small Size Instanton Contribution
   



The prime Yukawa couplings to the Higgs are now forbidden by PQ symmetry

                            

Model II: Small Size Instanton Contribution
   



a          η’ψ  =     

      
η’ψ                    

a

Axions:



The dynamical axion is still very heavy

the      mass can be ~GeV or lower

Only octet coloured pions under TeV

a

a

          η’ψ  =     

      
η’ψ                    

a



What I don’t like of model II:

—> it is a hybrid solution, with one axion dynamical and one elementary

—> one PQ scale is ~ΛCUT —> it contributes to EW hierarchy via scalar potential 

a

<=a







b) for O(1)Yukawa couplings in the prime sector:

The prime sector instantons generate a  large 
effective mass for the χ fermion



1.92 —> The axion mass matrix: pure QCD    



Axion/ALP couplings below confinement   
G. Alonso, P. Quilez, M.B.G.  



Axion/ALP couplings below confinement   
G. Alonso, P. Quilez, M.B.G.  



Axion/ALP phenomenology: gaWW, gaZZ, gaγZ   

G. Alonso, P. Quilez, M.B.G.  

EW gauge invariance  g.i. =  

one EW coupling plus gluonic coupling



Two-couplings-at-a-time: two EW couplings   

  —> Impact on rare meson decays: K, B decays   
R. Houtz, P. Quilez, R. del Rey, O. Sumensari, M.B.G. , arXiv:1901.02031 

ALP bosonic Lagrangian

ALPS and Flavour
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Two-couplings-at-a-time: two EW couplings   

  —> Impact on rare meson decays: K, B decays   
R. Houtz, P. Quilez, R. del Rey, O. Sumensari, M.B.G. , arXiv:1901.02031 

e.g.:

E. Izaguirre, T. Lin, B. Shuve, arXiv:1611.09355 



  The invisible ALP: decays outside detector 
                                 (or to dark sector)

R. Houtz, P. Quilez, R. del Rey, O. Sumensari, M.B.G. , arXiv:1901.02031 

  —> Blind directions identified: LHC complementarity



  The invisible ALP: decays outside detector 
                                 (or to dark sector)

R. Houtz, P. Quilez, R. del Rey, O. Sumensari, M.B.G. , arXiv:1901.02031 

  —> Blind directions identified: LHC complementarity

Bounds dominated by 



  Visible ALP: 
    decays in 
     detector
         via
    same EW
     couplings      

R. Houtz, P. Quilez, R. del Rey,
 O. Sumensari, M.B.G. , arXiv:1901.02031 



  Visible ALP: 
    decays in 
     detector
         via
    same EW
     couplings      

Bounds dominated by 

R. Houtz, P. Quilez, R. del Rey,
 O. Sumensari, M.B.G. , arXiv:1901.02031 



Automatic PQ symmetry
add to SM SU(5) confining sector

an invisible axion appears, composed of the massless 
exotic quarks

Ibe, Quilez, Yanagida, M.B.G. arXiv:1812.08174



 PQ quality: Quantum Gravity operators

Ibe, Quilez, Yanagida, M.B.G. arXiv:1812.08174



Automatic PQ symmetry

Ibe, Quilez, Yanagida, M.B.G. arXiv:1812.08174



The field is BLOOMING

in Experiment    …   and Theory



* Helioscopes: axions produced in the sun. 
CAST, Baby-IAXO, TASTE, SUMICO

* Haloscopes: assume that all DM are axions 
ADMX, HAYSTACK, QUAX, CASPER, Atomic 

* Lab. search: LSW (light shining through wall,ALPS, OSQAR)
PVLAS (vacuum pol.)……

* Traditional DM direct detection: axion/ALP DM 
XENON100 

and LHC! 

see C. Braggio talk at Invisibles18

Experiment: new experiments and new detection 
ideas



Experiment: new experiments and new detection 
ideas

plus LHC !

Image taken from
C. Braggio talk at Invisibles18

e.g. in Haloscopes



*  Baryon and Lepton number
* Suppressed FCNC
* Very suppressed unflavoured CP violation (too small 

matter-antimatter asymmetry)

In SM: 

are all accidental symmetries 

*  Strong CP is NOT an accidental symmetry 
(and it defines the vacuum of strong ints.) 



a can be elementary or composite (= dynamical)

pseudo-

An axion  a  is any Goldstone Boson of a global U(1)

symmetry which is exact at classical level  

 but is explicitly broken only by instantons  



                            Small Size Instantons (SSI) and Axion Mass    

a) for small Yukawa couplings in the prime sector:

                             



    η’ψ  =              η’χ =     Axions:

         η’ψ                    

 η’χ                    



    η’ψ  =              η’χ =     Axions:

One axion very heavy  and out of collider reach

One axion mass above GeV

         η’ψ                    

 η’χ                    

For small prime Yukawa couplings :



                                     η’ψ  =              η’χ =     Axions:

         η’ψ                    

 η’χ                



                                     η’ψ  =              η’χ =     Axions:

Both axions tend to be  very heavy  
and out of collider reach

         η’ψ                    

 η’χ                

For O(1) prime Yukawa couplings :


